In this paper, we address the issue of reasoning with two classes of commonly used semantic integrity constraints in database and knowledge{base systems: implication constraints and referential constraints. We rst consider a central problem in this respect, the IRC{refuting problem, which is to decide whether a conjunctive query always produces an empty relation on ( nite) database instances satisfying a given set of implication and referential constraints.
Introduction
Semantic constraints are logic rules specifying semantically meaningful database and knowledge{base instances. They constitute an integral part of most database/knowledge{base systems. In this paper we consider two important and commonly used classes of semantic constraints called implication and referential constraints. Since early 1980's, there have been investigations on the utilization of such constraints to optimize relational queries ( 15] The main tasks in semantic query optimization involve nding inconsistent queries, eliminating redundant joins and redundant selection{conditions, and adding some redundant selection{conditions that may result in more e cient query execution by permitting use of existing indices.
More recently, there have been research studies investigating a much wider range of semantically constrained problems in relational, deductive, and object-oriented databases: for example, the update problem ( 11] ), the redundancy problem in Datalog ( 22] ); the recursive query optimization problem ( 21] , 14], 30]); and the problem of providing intensional answers ( 31] , 27], 12]). The maintenance of non{redundant and consistent constraint sets is also studied ( 28] In this paper, we discuss one basic problem that often appears in these studies: the problem of deciding whether a conjunctive query always produces an empty relation on database instances satisfying a given set of implication and referential constraints. We call this problem the IRC{refuting problem (IRC stands for implication and referential constraints). One of the major contributions of this paper is to reveal the relationship between the IRC{refuting problem and some other important problems, for example, the constraint{based query containment problem. Before going into the technical development, let us consider an example.
An Example Example 1.1
We will use the following simple university database as a running example to illustrate the results in this paper. It consists of the following components:
1. two relation schemes: dept(dname, chair) and faculty(fname, salary, status); 2 . an implication constraint stating that there can not be any faculty member who is a chair of two di erent departments: Now, let us ask a query to \list the person who is a chair of both the physics department and the chemistry department", i.e., Q = fhCi : dept(physics; C); dept(chemistry; C)g:
Assuming the constraints have been enforced, i.e., only relation instances satisfying ic 1 and rc 1 can be stored in the database, the answer for Q is always empty, because if there is such a person, then he/she must be a faculty member chairing two di erent departments. This (empty) answer as we will see later, can be obtained without searching the actual database, but by refuting the query (formula) using the constraints, which is most likely to be time{saving with real world applications, where the size of the database is large (millions of records), queries are simple, and the size of the constraint base is very small in comparison to the size of the database.
We can look at the problem from another perspective: if we view Q as de ning an implication constraint stating that \there is no person chairing both the physics and the chemistry department", i.e., ic : 8C dept(physics; C); dept(chemistry; C) ! false]:
We know that ic is always true if ic 1 and rc 1 are true, because ic 1 and rc 1 logically imply ic. Thus ic is redundant with respect to the existing constraints. Solving the constraint redundance problem helps us to properly maintain constraint bases.
More interestingly, we can also view ic 1 as de ning a query Q 1 , asking \the faculty members who are chairs of two di erent departments", i.e., Q 1 = fhCi : dept(D 1 ; C); dept(D 2 ; C); faculty(C; S; T); D 1 6 = D 2 g; then we can see that the result of Q 1 always contains the result of Q, when applied to any database instance satisfying rc 1 . 2 >From the above example we can see the relationship between the IRC{refuting problem, the (semantics{based) query containment problems, and the redundant implication constraint problem.
Related Works and Our Contributions
Although the IRC{refuting problem has been addressed by several authors in di erent contexts ( 5] , 35] , 39] etc.), our result di ers from the previous ones in the following aspects:
1. Our result is a necessary and su cient one; 2. Our problem de nition is most general in that (a) we consider both implication constraints and referential constraints; (b) we allow multiple predicates with the same name in the implication constraints.
Solving the IRC{refuting problem allows us to decide unsatis able queries without actually searching the databases. Moreover, as will be shown, solving the IRC{refuting problem enables us to solve, in the context of semantically constrained database instances, the following problems: query containment problem for conjunctive queries ( 4] Note that referential constraints essentially express the inclusion dependencies (INDs), and implication constraints greatly generalize the functional dependencies (FDs) in that more than one relation and inequality may be involved. In 17], the query containment problem under FDs and INDs is studied. In this paper we propose a new method di erent than the chase process to solve the query containment problem under ICs and RCs, and prove it to be polynomially equivalent to the IRC-refuting problem.
Since the decision problem for INDs and FDs are known to be not k-ary axiomatizable ( 3] ), and undecidable ( 7] 26]), we make the assumption that the referential constraints considered in this paper are acyclic ( 34] , 8]).
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: under the assumption that referential constraints are acyclic,
(1) We give novel (non-axiomatic) necessary and su cient conditions for the IRC{refuting problem and the semantics{ based query containment problem.
(2) We establish the polynomial equivalence relation between the IRC{refuting problem, (semantics{based) query containment problem, and the redundant implication constraint problem.
(3) We give polynomial reductions from the redundant selection{condition problem and the redundant join problem to the IRC{refuting problem.
(5) We also give novel characterizations on the reduced complexity for some special cases of the IRC{refuting problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we give preliminary notations.
In Section 3 we study the IRC{refuting problem.
In Section 4 we study the query containment problem, redundant implication constraint problem, redundant selection{condition problem, and the redundant join problem.
In Section 5 we discuss a special case of the IRC{refuting problem, and give some su cient conditions to reduced the complexity.
In Section 6 we conclude our work and propose some future research topics.
Preliminaries
In this section we brie y present most of the concepts and notations that are used throughout the paper. First of all, we use a partially interpreted rst order language. There is a nite set of types T = fT 1 ; :::; T d g (d 1) where each T i has a xed interpretation (domain, universe) which is either the set of real numbers, IR, or an unordered ( nite or in nite) set of constants, . Note IR is a dense and totally ordered domain with the transitive and irre exive ordering <.
For each type there is an in nite (distinct) set of variables and constants (we just use the constants in its domain). Variables and constants of di erent types are assumed to be incomparable in the same (in)equalities even if they have the same domain, for example, a department's name and an employee's name.
A database schema is a set of relation schemes. A relation scheme is denoted as 4. Every variable (dv or ndv) must occur in a conjunct, or can be (transitively) equated either to a variable appearing in a conjunct or to a constant.
For example, fhCi : dept(physics; C); dept(chemistry; C)g is a query, asking for the person who is a chair of both the physics department and the chemistry department. We only consider queries whose (in)equality subformulas (if any)
are satis able, because otherwise they always produce empty results. The result of a query on a database instance D, denoted as Q(D), is the set of all the instantiations of the summary such that the query formula is satis ed.
Historically, conjunctive queries are called equality queries if their built{in subformulas consisting only of equalities; they are called (in)equality queries if both equalities and inequalities are present ( 20] is a referential constraint, stating that the chair of a department is also a faculty member.
Note that we require X 1 , ..., X n to be distinct variables, for e ectively dealing with the interaction between referential and implication constraints. This is slightly more restrictive than the inclusion dependencies. Throughout this paper we will consider databases in which semantic integrity constraints are part of the system. 
The IRC{Refuting Problem
In this section we study our rst major problem in reasoning with implication and referential constraints: the IRC{ refuting problem. As shown in the rst example, the IRC{refuting problem is to decide whether a query always produces an empty result when a given set of implication and referential constraints are enforced. We use the IRC{refuting problem as the basis of our formal treatment of semantic constraints.
De nition 3.1 (IRC{Refuting) Given a non{empty set I C of ICs, a set R C of RCs, and a query Q, the IRC{refuting problem is to decide whether (I C R C ) j = f (Q fg);
i.e., whether Q always produces an empty relation on any nite database instance satisfying I C R C .
To solve the IRC{refuting problem we rst expand the original query using referential constraints, and then look for certain symbol mappings ( 20] and 39]) from the implication constraints to the query.
Referential Expansions
De nition 3.2 (Referential Expansion) Let R C be a set of (Skolemized) RCs and Q = fhOi : F; Ig. The referential expansion of Q (by R C ) is a formula of the form fhOi : F re ; Ig, where F re is the set (conjunction) of atoms de ned as follows: Q re = fhCi : dept(physics; C); dept(chemistry; C); faculty(C; h s (physics; C); h t (physics; C)); faculty(C; h s (chemistry; C); h t (chemistry; C))g.
2
Following is the procedure to produce the referential expansions, where the input parameter Q gives the query to be expanded; input parameter R C gives the set of referential constraints; and output parameter Q re gives the referential expansion.
Procedure Expand are in the body of the referential expansion of this query. In fact, the general termination problem for the rewriting system obtained from the RCs is undecidable, and there are many ways to put restrictions which guarantee the terminating property ( 10] ). The discussion of such choices is out of the scope of this paper. Instead, we make the assumption that the sets of referential constraints considered in this paper are acyclic ( 34] , 8]), which guarantees termination.
The above procedure has some similarity with the chase process used in 17]. There are, however, two major di erences: 1) We do not use the ICs in the expansion, whereas in chase FDs are also used. The reason is while FD's can be naturally used in chase to equate variables, IC's in general re ect inequalities. 2) We use Skolem function symbols to keep track of the levels of expansions, which will enable us to use resolution{like proofs.
De nition 3.3 (Acyclicity)
A set R C of (Skolemized) RCs is acyclic, if there are no distinct predicate names p 1 , ..., p n (n > 1) such that R C contains p 1 (u 1 ) ! p 2 (v 2 ), p 2 (u 2 ) ! p 3 (v 3 ), ..., and p n (u n ) ! p 1 (v 1 ):
The above condition can be polynomially checked (e.g. by a breadth-rst-search like procedure). With this property, we can see that the number of conjuncts in a referential expansion will not exceed the number of the original conjuncts times the number of RCs.
In de ning the IRC{refuting problem we use the notion of nite implication (denoted j = f ), instead of implication (denoted j =), as the former is suitable in database context. These two notions generally do not coincide. However our next lemma shows that if the RCs are acyclic, then nite implication ( nite unsatis ability) and implication (unsatis ability) do coincide and are decidable. In the subsequent proofs, we will construct the nite models (sets of ground facts that satisfy the formulas). where V are the dv's and ndv's in Q. IR C j = f (Q fg) is equivalent to saying that is nitely unsatis able, and IR C j = (Q fg) is equivalent to saying that is unsatis able. Clearly if is unsatis able then it is nitely unsatis able. Now suppose M is a model ( nite or not) for , then it is a model for 0 = rc 1^: ::^rc s^9 V F; I]. Since rc i 's are acyclic, there must exist a nite submodel M 0 of M for 0 , which consists of a number of (ground) facts in M that is no more than the number of conjuncts in F times the number of RCs. Since any subset of M is a model for ic 1^: ::^ic r , M 0 is a nite model for .
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Due to the above lemma, from now on, we do not make distinction between nite implication and implication when discussing the IRC{refuting problem, and just use the notation j = instead of j = f .
Query Forms and Symbol Mappings
Before giving a necessary and su cient condition for the IRC{refuting problem, we need to de ne the notions of compressed form, normal form, and symbol mappings.
We call a query Q = fhOi : F; Ig in normal form ( 18] ), if there are only distinct occurrences of variables in the subformula fhOi : Fg. Q is said to be in compressed form if there are no explicit or implied equalities in I. The normal and compressed forms for implication constraints are de ned similarly if we view IC's as yes/no{queries. Note that any query or IC can be polynomially rewritten into normal or compressed forms. Let Q 1 be a query and Q be a query or a referential expansion of a query. A symbol mapping from Q 1 to Q is a function from the set of symbols (variables and constants) in Q 1 to the set of terms in Q that satis es the following conditions:
1. it is an identity on constants and function symbols; 2. it induces a mapping that maps the summary of Q 1 to that of Q; 3 . it induces a mapping from the set of conjuncts of Q 1 to that of Q.
A symbol mapping (which is just a substitution satisfying the second and third conditions above) also induces a mapping on (in)equalities. For a symbol mapping , and a conjunction of (in)equalities I, we write (I) to denote the formula obtained from I under the mapping induced from . (I) is empty if I is empty (empty set of (in)equalities means true).
Note that (I) is a conjunction of (in)equalities of the form u 1 op u 2 where u 1 and u 2 are terms possibly having (Skolem) function symbols. Hereafter by (in)equalities we mean such generalized (in)equalities. Symbol mappings from implication constraints to queries are similarly de ned, except the second condition above is not applicable. 
Main Result on the IRC{Refuting Problem
One of the main contributions of this paper is to give a necessary and su cient condition for the IRC{refuting problem, which is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (IRC{Refuting)
Suppose we are given the following:
1. a set of implication constraints I C = fic 1 ; :::; ic r g (r 1) such that the ic i 's are in normal form;
2. an acyclic set of referential constraints R C ;
3. a query Q = fhOi : F; Ig, where hOi is the summary, and F and I are the conjunct and the (in)equality subformulas respectively;
4. referential expansion Q re of Q with respect to R C .
Then (I C R C ) j = (Q fg) if and only if there exist (n 1 + ::: + n r ) 1 symbol mappings: Therefore we can use resolutions with paramodulation ( 6]) on conjunct literals to get an empty clause or an unsatis able set of resolvents consisting only of (in)equalities. Paramodulation (\replace equal with equal") in general is needed so that uni cation between ordinary conjuncts using provable equalities can proceed. Notice that an equality X = Y maybe obtained from two (single-literal) inequalities X Y and Y X.
However, since here all ic i 's are in normal form, every possible uni cation between conjunct literals can be performed without paramodulations. Moreover, the uni cations here actually are substitutions. The substitutions that produce the empty clause or unsatis able set of (in)equalities constitute the symbol mappings as speci ed in the theorem. This leads to the conclusion of the theorem.
Continued from Example 1.1, where the referential expansion of query Q is Q re = fhCi : dept(physics; C); dept(chemistry; C); faculty(C; h s (physics; C); h t (physics; C)); faculty(C; h s (chemistry; C); h t (chemistry; C))g:
We rst put the implication constraint ic 1 In this example, the implication relation between (in)equality subformulas is quite obvious, we will, however, see more complicated cases in the following subsection, where the general problem (called subsumption problem) is discussed. 2 
The Subsumption Problem
In this subsection we discuss the subproblem speci ed in Theorem 3.1, i.e., the problem of deciding whether I implies I 1 _:::_I n , for (in)equality subformulas I, I 1 , ..., and I n . It is called the subsumption problem in the literature (e.g. 36]).
Notice here I; I 1 ; :::; I n are propositional clauses.
Clearly, I implies I 1 _ ::: _ I n if and only if the set of (in)equality clauses fI; :I 1 ; :::; :I n g is unsatis able. So the subsumption problem can be solved by testing the satis abilities of a number of conjunctions of (in)equalities. When there is no function symbol in the (in)equalities, the satis ability of a conjunction of (in)equalities is polynomially solvable ( 28] , 20] ). An O(n 3 ) algorithm is given in 28] to decide the satis ability, where n is the number of variables and constants appearing in the conjunction. In this subsection we discuss the satis ability of a conjunction of (in)equalities having function symbols.
Let C be a set (conjunction) of (in)equalities (of di erent types), and Term(C) be the set of terms appearing in C.
Without losing generality, we make two assumptions:
1) the (in)equality predicate names are from f<; ; =; 6 =g, and
2) for any pair of terms u 1 and u 2 in Term(C), there is at most one (in)equality (of the forms u 1 op u 2 or u 2 op u 1 )
in C.
The second assumption is based on the observation that more than one (in)equalities between two terms are either mergeable, or inconsistent ( 29] ).
Next we de ne a binary relation on Term(C) as follows.
De nition 3.5 Let C be a set of (in)equalities. The binary relation on Term(C) is de ned as follows: 1) u 1 u 2 if u 1 u 2 , u 1 = u 2 , or u 2 = u 1 is in C;
2) u 1 u 2 if u 1 u and u u 2 .
For C to be satis able, there must exist an assignment of the values in the corresponding domains for the terms in C, such that the (in)equalities in C are made true. The next de nition of a congruence relation = on Term(C) speci es what terms must be assigned identical values in any of such assignments.
De nition 3.6 Let C be a set of (in)equalities. The binary relation = on Term(C) is de ned as follows: 2. there is no inequality of the form (u 1 6 = u 2 ) or (u 1 < u 2 ) in C such that u 1 = u 2 ; 3. there is no \cycle" consisting of (in)equalities of the forms u op 1 u 1 , u 1 op 2 u 2 , ..., u n op n u (n 1), such that at least one op i is <. Here op i 's are in f<; ; =g, and each inequality is either in C or a strict inequality tautology between constants (like 3 < 5).
Remark. The (in)equalities in C can be from either ordered or unordered domains.
Proof.
If C is satis able, then there is a constant preserving function : Term(C) ! (IR ) such that C is made satis ed, and has the compatibility property, i.e., if (u i ) = (u 0 i ) for i = 1; :::; n (n 1), then (h(u 1 ; :::; u n )) = (h(u 0 1 ; :::; u 0 n )) (if both are de ned). By structural induction, it is not di cult to prove that if u 1 = u 2 then (u 1 ) = (u 2 ). Therefore, conditions 1), 2), and 3) must be true.
Reversely, suppose the conditions 1), 2), and 3) are true. Let V be the set of (all types of) variables, be a constant preserving function from Term(C) to V IR , such that 1. a non{constant term is mapped to a variable of the same type; However from Theorem 3.2, we can immediately conclude that C is unsatis able, because h 1 (2) < h 2 (2; abc) is in C, which inequates two terms in the same ={equivalence class.
2
The satis ability of a conjunction of (in)equalities can be decided in polynomial time. In fact, it is not di cult to construct an O(n 4 ) algorithm for this problem by adapting the algorithm in 28], where n is the number of variables, constants, and function symbols in the conjunction.
Other Problems in Semantic Query Optimization and Constraint Maintenance
We have already discussed one important problem, i.e., the IRC{refuting problem, in semantic query processing. In this section, we will apply the method and results about the IRC{refuting problem to the following problems found in semantic query optimization and constraint maintenance:
1. the query containment problem;
2. the redundant implication constraint problem;
3. the redundant selection{conditions problem;
4. the redundant conjunct problem.
Again, the acyclic assumption is made to ensure the coincidence of nite and unrestricted implication and the decidability of the problems. We rst give a theorem similar to Theorem 3.1 to solve the semantics{based query containment problem, and then show that it is polynomially equivalent to the IRC{refuting problem. After that we prove that the redundant IC problem is also polynomially equivalent to the IRC{refuting problem. In the last subsection we show that the redundant (in)equality and redundant conjunct problems are polynomially reducible to the IRC{query{ containment (and thus to the IRC{refuting) problem.
The studies in this section enable us to have a new understanding of these problems. The basic observation we use is that queries and implication constraints can be viewed as playing complementary roles and can be transformed to one another.
Semantics{Based Query Containment Problem
Query optimization involves a series of equivalent transformations on queries, and the equivalence of transformations is guaranteed by the (set) containment in both directions. Therefore, Query containment problem for conjunctive queries is one of the fundamental problems in query optimization.
Given two queries Q and Q 1 of the same type, we say Q 1 contains Q, denoted Q 1 Q, if
holds for any database instance D.
In this section we study the containment problem based on data semantics speci ed by implication and referential constraints, as shown in Example 1.1. Another generalization is that union queries are considered. Remember that a union query is a formula of the form Among the works on query containment problem, Johnson and Klug ( 17] ) addressed the containment between conjunctive queries in the presence of functional and inclusion dependencies. Our results presented here generalize the previous works in two aspects:
1. we consider ICs that are more general than FDs and can not be used in the chase process proposed by Johnson and Klug.
2. we consider union queries.
As in the case of IRC{refuting problem, we rst prove that nite implication and implication coincide due to the acyclic property. By a reasoning similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can prove that ^ 0 is nitely unsatis able if and only if ^ 0 is unsatis able, which means (IR C ) j = (union(Q 1 ; :::Q s ) Q). 2 Due to the above lemma, we will just use j = when referring to the IRC{query{containment problem. The following theorem solves the IRC{query{containment problem. Like the theorem for the IRC{refuting problem, the condition is still given in terms of referential expansion and symbol mappings. The only di erence is that here we also consider the symbol mappings from the implication constraints to the contained query. This theorem also makes it clear that IRC{query{containment problem is polynomially equivalent to IRC{refuting problem (under the acyclic assumption). Query containment problem (without considering constraints) has recently been proved to be p 2 {complete ( 24] ) for the class of queries having (in)equalities over densely ordered domains, so the IRC{query{containment problem and the IRC{refuting problem we are considering are at least as hard. p 2 is a class higher than NP in the polynomial structure ( 13] ).
Although we are dealing with high complexity here, the complexity is, as pointed out by many other authors, not in terms of the size of database instance, but in terms of the size of query statement. A closer inspection of Theorem 3.1 and 4.1 reveals that the exponentiality arises from two sources, the number of symbol mappings and the number of conjunctions that need satis ability test for solving the subsumption subproblem.
The number of symbol mappings is kept small if there are not many conjuncts with same predicate name in the queries or constraints, as is often the case in many applications. The size of the subsumption problem is generally very small, since usually there is not a large number of constraints referring to the predicates in a query. In Section 5 we will give su cient conditions for reducing the asymptotic complexity of the subsumption problem in some special cases.
Redundant Implication Constraints
In maintaining a constraint{base (a set of constraints), we need to decide whether a new constraint is redundant before it is added into the base. Remark. Note that this proposition does not require the acyclicity of the RCs, and when the RCs are acyclic, both problems are decidable. Proof. We only give the reductions, the proof is straightforward from the formal de nitions of the two problems.
Let I C be a non{empty set of implication constraints, R C be a set of referential constraints. Then the reduction from the refuting problem to the redundant IC problem is as follows: given a Q = fhOi : F; Ig, 
Redundant Selection{Conditions and Redundant Joins
Another major issue in semantic query optimization is to determine redundant selection{conditions ((in)equalities) and redundant conjuncts ( 19] , 5]). It is often bene cial to eliminate certain redundant selection conditions, e.g., those on unindexed attributes or across relations. To remove redundant conjuncts is even more important, because conjuncts represent the join operation, which is the most expensive relational operation. Although the two problems are not known to be polynomially equivalent to the IRC{refuting problem, we can easily show that they are polynomially reducible to the IRC{refuting problem.
De nition 4.3 (IRC{Redundant (In)equality Problem) Let Q = fhOi : F; I; cg where c is an (in)equality, and IR C be a set of ICs and RCs, the IRC{redundant (in)equality problem is to decide whether IR C j = f (Q fhOi : F; Ig);
i.e., whether Q and fhOi : F; Ig always produce the same answer on any nite database instance satisfying IR C .
Indeed, IR C j = f (Q fhOi : F; Ig) if and only if IR C j = f (Q fhOi : F; Ig), since it is always true that fhOi : F; Ig Q. Now, we have reduced the redundant (in)equality problem to the query containment problem, which in turn can be reduced to the IRC{refuting problem by Proposition 4.1. This analysis leads to the following proposition, which also does not require the acyclicity of the RCs.
Proposition 4.3
IRC{Redundant (in)equality problem is (polynomially) reducible to IRC{refuting problem.
To eliminate a redundant conjunct we have to make sure to eliminate all the relevant (in)equalities, i.e., (in)equalities that involve variables which do not appear in any conjuncts except the ones that are removed. The resulting query must still be safe ( Ull89a]).
De nition 4.4 (Redundant Join Problem) Let IR C be a set of ICs and RCs, and Q = fhOi : F; t; I; I t g be a compressed query such that:
1. t is a conjunct, such that any dv in t appears in at least one other conjunct; 2. I t is the conjunction of (in)equalities each having at least one variable that does not appear in any conjunct other than t.
The IRC{redundant join problem is to decide whether IR C j = f (Q fhOi : F; Ig).
Proposition 4.4
IRC{Redundant join problem is (polynomially) reducible to IRC{refuting problem.
Indeed, IR C j = f (Q fhOi : F; Ig) if and only if IR C j = f (Q fhOi : F; Ig), since it is always true that fhOi : F; Ig Q. Now, we have reduced the redundant (in)equality problem to the query containment problem, which in turn can be reduced to the IRC{refuting problem by Proposition 4.1. Like the previous propositions, this one also does not require the acyclicity of the RCs.
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The above proposition can be proved similarly as the Proposition 4.3. We further explain the results in this section through the following example.
Example 4.3
Continued from Example 1.1. Suppose we have another implication constraint ic 2 saying that if a faculty member is a chair of a department, then his/her salary must be greater than $80,000, i.e., Therefore fic 2 ; rc 1 g j = f (Q 2 fhDi : dept(D; C)g); i.e., conjunct faculty(C; S; T) and inequality S 65; 000 are redundant. 2 5 On E cient Reasoning With Implication Constraints
In this section we study a special case of the IRC{refuting problem, in which the set of referential constraints is empty. We call the problem the IC{refuting problem. We are going to give some criteria for reducing the complexity of the subsumption problem for this case. The process we use is units{refuting. The tool we use is called the units{refuting process.
IC{Refuting Problem
De nition 5.1 (IC{Refuting Problem) Given a non{empty set of ICs, I C , and a query Q, the IC{refuting problem is to decide whether I C j = f (Q fg).
IC{refuting problem can be solved by the following corollary of Theorem 3.1. 
Units{Refuting IC{Bases
The subsumption problem of deciding whether I implies I 1 _ ::: _ I n for conjunctions of (in)equalities is equivalent to deciding the unsatis ability of fI; :I 1 ; :::; :I n g:
De nition 5.2 ((Units{Refutation)) Given a set of (propositional) (in)equality clauses C L , the units{refutation is a process de ned as follows: use several single{literal clauses to eliminate a contradictory literal ((in)equality) in another clause cl, and replace the resulting clause for cl in C L . Repeat the above steps, until an empty clause is obtained or no more literals can be eliminated.
Notice When the units{refutation process terminates with an empty clause, the set of clauses is unsatis able. Units{ refutation process only takes polynomial time (with respect to the number of variables and constants in the clause set), since whether a conjunction of (in)equalities is satis able can be decided in polynomial time (see Section 3).
Generally speaking (unless P=NP), however, an exponential algorithm is needed to determine the satis ability of a set of (in)equality clauses. Following is an example showing that units{refutation it is not su cient for the IC{refuting problem.
Example 5.2 Suppose we have another implication constraint stating that there are only two possible status for a faculty member | \temporary" and \permanent": ic 3 : faculty(F; S; T); T 6 = temporary; T 6 = permanent ! :
With ic 3 enforced, we know the following query will always produce an empty answer, as it asks for the faculties having T 1 6 = T 3 ; T 2 6 = T 3 :
These clauses are indeed unsatis able, but the units{refutation process can not get us the empty clause. It is easily seen that we can eliminate no more literals using single{literal clauses T 1 6 = T 2 , T 1 6 = T 3 , and T 2 6 = T 3 . 2
Next we de ne a type of IC{bases (sets of ICs) for which the units{refutation process is su cient to solve the subsumption subproblem of the IC{refuting problem. We call them units{refuting bases.
De nition 5.3 (Units{Refuting Bases) Let I C = fic 1 ; :::; ic r g (r 1) be a set of ICs in normal form, and Q = fhOi : F; Ig be a query, where hOi is the summary, and F and I are the conjunct and the (in)equality subformulas respectively. I C is called a units{refuting base if whenever I C j = (Q fg) for a query Q, then there exist (n 1 + ::: + n r ) 1 symbol mappings: i;1 ; :::; i;ni from ic i to Q (for i = 1; :::; r), such that the units{refutation process can be used to obtain an empty clause from I, : 1;1 (I 1 ), ..., : 1;n1 (I 1 ), ..., : r;1 (I r ), ..., and : r;nr (I r ), where I 1 ; :::; I r are the (in)equality subformulas of ic 1 ; :::; ic r respectively.
We will give examples of units{refuting bases after we give a criterion for it. First of all, we want to prove that the IC{refuting problem for units{refuting bases has the same complexity as the well known containment problem for equality queries ( 4] ).
Theorem 5.1
For any units{refuting IC{base, the IC{refuting problem is NP{complete (with respect to the number of variables and constants in the constraint base and the query).
First we prove that the IC{refuting problem for units{refuting bases is NP. Let I C be a units{refuting base, and Q be any query such that I C j = (Q fg). Let N q be the number of variables and constants in Q. Since I C j = (Q fg) and I C is units{refuting, there must exist a minimal number of symbol mappings corresponding to which the set of (in)equality clauses is unsatis able provable by the units{refutation process. This number is no more than 6(N q ) 2 (which is the number of all possible (in)equalities that can be formed from the variables, constants and (in)equality predicate names). The reason is that in the worst case the units{refutation process will produce a literal ((in)equality) from every original (in)equality clause. Now, this number of symbol mappings can be guessed polynomially; and by units{refutation process, we can check the unsatis ability of the corresponding set of clauses also in polynomial time.
To complete the proof, the NP{hardness can be shown by reducing the NP{complete containment problem for equality queries ( 4] ) to the IC-refuting problem (see the discussion after Theorem 5.2). 2 
Con icting (In)equalities
In order to nd conditions for an IC{base to be units{refuting, we rst consider the relationships between a pair of (in)equalities appearing in implication constraints that are in clausal form. Note that the (in)equalities considered in this section have no function symbols, because we only consider the case where there is no referential constraint.
De nition 5.4 (Potentially{Con icting)
Let c 1 For example, X 3 and Y = 1 are con icting, because fX 3; Y = 1; X = Y g is unsatis able; but X 3 and Y 6 = 5 are not con icting. An (in)equality may also be (potentially) con icting to itself, for example, T = temporary and T = temporary: after we rename T to T 1 in one of the literals, we get a pair of con icting literals: T = temporary and T 1 = temporary, with respect to, for example, T 6 = T 1 .
One important property of a pair of non{con icting (in)equalities c 1 and c 2 is that 1 (c 1 ) and 2 (c 2 ) are non{ con icting for any symbol mappings 1 and 2 , since a symbol mapping can be expressed by a set of equalities. In refuting a query, di erent instances of ICs may be used, hence we need this property. Also notice that if c 1 and c 2 are not con icting, then fc 1 ; c 2 g is always satis able.
Since we are considering the IC{refuting problem where no function symbols are involved, (in)equalities of di erent types are not con icting. Using Theorem 3.2, we can prove the con icting relations between any pair of (in)equalities, as listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . Table 1 is for ordered domains, and Table 2 is for unordered domains. Entries marked with \NC" means the pair is not con icting; other non{blank entries specify the necessary and su cient conditions for the pair not to be con icting; all the blank entries indicate the pair is con icting. Table 1 and Table 2 is correct.
Proof. First notice that the con icting relation is symmetric, so we only have to prove the entries above and on the diagonal. Since the proofs of the entries are similar, we only proof one of them. The reasoning is applicable to other proofs. We proof that X = a and U > b is non{con icting if and only if a > b, from Table 1 .
First, it is easy to see that when a b then X = a and U > b are con icting, with respect to, say fX Ug.
On the other hand, suppose a > b. Let I be a set of (in)equalities such that I fX = ag and I fU > bg are satis able. Let C 1 and C 2 be the ={equivalence classes of I fX = ag and I fU > bg respectively. It is easy to see that there will be no new ={equivalence class of I fX = a; U > bg other than those in C 1 and C 2 . So the rst two conditions in Theorem 3.2 are held. Also, since a > b, X = a, U > b, and a > b can not be in a \cycle" speci ed by condition 3. Therefore, I fX = a; U > bg is satis able. 2 De nition 5.5 (Single{Con icting (in)equalities) Let C = f:I 1 ; :::; :I n g be a set of (in)equality clauses. A literal in C is called a con icting literal, if it is con icting with itself or some other literals in C. A clause which has at most one con icting literal is called a single{con icting clause.
Notice that con icting literals and single{con icting clauses are always de ned with respect to a speci ed set of clauses. Example 5.3 In the set with one clause f(T = temporary) _ (T = permanent)g; both literals are con icting literals, because each literal is con icting with, say, itself and the other literal. Thus the clause is not a single{con icting clause.
Units{Refuting Bases and Implementation
In this subsection we give a su cient condition for an IC{base to be units{refuting. After that, we will discuss how to use our result to lower the complexity of solving the IC{refuting problem for units{refuting bases, and non{units{refuting bases as well.
First of all, we give some lemmas about properties of single con icting clauses. Our rst lemma states that single{ con ictingness is preserved under symbol mappings. If :I i is a single{con icting clause in f:I 1 ; :::; :I r g, then there is at most one literal in :I i which is con icting to some literals in f:I 1 ; :::; :I r g. By de nition, if a pair of literals c and c 0 are not con icting, then (c) and (c 0 ) are also not con icting for any symbol mappings and . Therefore : i;j (I i ) is also a single{con icting clause in f:I 1 ; :::; :I r g: 2
The following lemma tells us that single{con ictingness is preserved when subset of subclauses are considered. Proof.
Since each clause in C L 0 is subclause of some clause in C L , the single{con ictingness is preserved. 2
Our last lemma tells us that after the units{refutation process, if a clause having two or more literals is a single{ con icting clause, then it is always satis able together with other clauses. Lemma 5.3 Let C L1 be a set of (in)equalities, and C L2 be a set of multi{literal (in)equality clauses (ones having two or more literals), such that C L1 fc 0 g is satis able for every literal c 0 in C L2 . Suppose C L1 C L2 is unsatis able. Then no minimal unsatis able subset of C L1 C L2 contains a single{con icting clause of C L2 .
Let C L be a minimal unsatis able subset of C L1 C L2 and cl be a single-con icting clause in C L2 . Suppose cl 2 C L , we construct a contradiction as follows.
Since C L ? fclg is satis able, we can form a set C of literals each from a di erent clause in C L ? fclg, such that C is satis able. Let c be a non{con icting literal of cl in C L2 . We know C fcg is unsatis able. Let C 1 be a minimal unsatis able subset of C fcg. C 1 must contain c, and at least one other literal c 0 from C L2 , as C L1 fc 0 g is satis able for every literal c 0 in C L2 . Because C 1 is a minimal unsatis able set, C 1 ? fcg and C 1 ? fc 0 g are both satis able. But since c and c 0 are not con icting, we know C 1 is also satis able. A contradiction. 2 >From the above three lemmas, we can easily prove the following theorem, which gives a criterion for units{refuting bases.
Theorem 5.2 Let I C be a set of ICs in normal form. I C is units{refuting, if, starting with its set of (in)equality subclauses, and by repeatedly determining a single{con icting clause and deleting it from the set, we can get an empty set.
As a very special case, if there are only equalities in the (in)equality subformulas of the ICs in I C , then I C is units{ refuting. The reason is that equalities become 6 ={inequalities in the disjunctive clauses, and any pair of 6 ={inequalities are not con icting. We have a more interesting example as follows.
Example 5.4
Now we supply some relevant type information for the attributes in the following relation schemes in Example 1.1, dept(dname, chair) and faculty(fname, salary, status):
literal. So the process of determining single{con icting clauses needs only one round (to get an empty set of clauses). Now that we have given a su cient condition for units{refuting bases, we discuss the issue of implementing an e cient algorithm to solve the IC{refuting problem. In fact, the three lemmas above (Lemma 5.1, 5.2, 5.3) provide some heuristics for the IC{refuting problem even for non{units{refuting bases.
Given an IC{base I C and a query Q, rst we nd out all the symbol mappings from the ICs to Q. In the worst case, there are exponentially many symbol mappings. But in practical cases, this number is usually very restricted due to the following factors: 1) only those ICs whose predicate names also appear in the query can be mapped to the query; 2) the number of mappings also depends on the number of times a predicate name appears in the query. More speci cally, if the query only has distinct predicate names (more discussion in next section), there will be polynomial number of symbol mappings.
Suppose C L = fI; cl 1 ; :::; cl r g is the set of (in)equalities of Q and the (in)equality subclauses of the ICs after the symbol mappings. We know that I C j = Q fg if and only if C L is unsatis able. First we do units{refutation on C L . Upon termination, we get the updated C L .
If I C is units{refuting, we can tell at once whether I C j = (Q fg) by looking for the empty clause. If I C is not units{refuting, we can repeatedly delete the multi{literal single{con icting clauses from C L , and do exponential checking only on the remaining clauses. Although the asymptotic complexity is not changed, this method is usually more e cient, because it reduces the search space for the unsatis able subset of (in)equality clauses.
Units{Refuting Bases for DPN{Queries
In practice, we often encounter queries which do not have multiple conjuncts with the same name. We will call such queries distinct{predicate{name (DPN) queries. In this section, we are going to discuss the criterion of the units{refuting bases for DPN{queries. In this case, the IC{refuting problem is polynomial, because there are only polynomial number of symbol mappings from the implication constraints to the query. In fact, given a DPN{query, there is at most one instance of each implication constraint involved in the refutation. So, in searching for single{con icting clauses, we don't need to consider con icting literals within the same clause. This is formally de ned as follows:
De nition 5.6 (Inter{Con icting) Given a set of (in)equality clauses, a literal is called a inter{con icting literal if it is con icting with a literal in some other clause. A clause which has at most one inter{con icting literal is called a single{inter{con icting clause.
Single{inter{con icting clauses play a similar role as single{con icting clauses. In fact, if we replace the phrase \single{con icting" by \single{inter{con icting" in Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, the results are still true.
The following lemma and theorem tells us that we can allow some kind of clauses other than the single{inter{ con icting clauses and still have a units{refuting base for DPN{queries. Lemma 5.4 Let C L1 be a set of (in)equalities, and C L2 be a set of multi{literal (in)equality clauses, such that C L1 fc 0 g is satis able for every literal c 0 in C L2 . Then C L1 C L2 is satis able if C L2 has the following property (*):
Every literal c in C L2 is con icting with at most one literal in some other clause in C L2 .
We can build a satis able set, C, of (in)equalities each from a di erent clause in C L2 . Initially, C contains a literal c from a clause cl of C L2 , and we delete cl from C L2 . While C L2 is not empty we repeat the following steps:
1. choose a clause from C L2 which has a con icting literal c 0 with the last inserted literal of C (if there is no such clause then pick any clause);
2. pick a literal other than c 0 from the clause, put it into C, and delete the clause from C L2 .
It is easy to see that C thus formed consists of literals pairwisely non{con icting, so C L1 C is satis able. Hence C L1 C L2 is satis able. If an IC{base is not a DPN{units{refuting base, the implementation principle discussed at the end of the previous section is still applicable: after the units{refutation process, a multi{literal single{inter{con icting clause can not be in any minimal unsatis able set of clauses. Hence we can delete the multi{literal single{inter{con icting clauses, and do the exponential checking only on the remaining clauses.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have given a necessary and su cient condition for the IRC{refuting problem, which is a central problem in reasoning with implication and referential constraints. Solving the IRC{refuting problem allows us to answer inconsistent queries without actually searching the databases.
Next we have studied, based on the result of the IRC{refuting problem, the following problems found in semantic query optimization and constraint maintenance: the query containment problem; the redundant implication constraint problem; the redundant selection{conditions problem; and the redundant conjunct problem.
We have shown that they are either (polynomially) equivalent or reducible to the IRC{refuting problem. The reductions are obtained on the observation that the implication constraints and queries are playing complementary roles and can be transformed to one another.
As the last but not the least contribution, we have addressed the complexity issue of a special case of the IRC{refuting problem, i.e., the IC{refuting problem. We have given two criteria for designing a set of implication constraints so that an e cient \units{refutation" process can be used to solve the IC{refuting problem.
For this type of IC{bases, the complexity of the IC{refuting problem can be reduced from p 2 {complete to NP{ complete, and even to polynomial in a more practical case. For IC{bases not totally satisfying our characterization, we can still use our results as heuristics.
To extend the present work, here we suggest the following research directions:
1. To nd new e cient algorithms for the subsumption problem, as it can also be used in the areas of constraint logic programming and constraint query language processings.
2. To extend the results about the units{refuting IC{base to IRC{base, so that the complexity of the IRC{refuting problem can be reduced;
Semantic integrity constraints have been playing more and more important roles in databases and knowledge{base systems. The major new research trend in this area concerning the constraints would be to extend the existing results in constraint enforcement and applications to new generation of database systems, namely the object{oriented and deductive database systems.
